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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following BPMN elements will NOT cause a
transaction to be committed when encountered in a running
process instance? Choose 1 answer.
A. Asynchronous Task
B. Intermediate Timer Catch Event.
C. Boundary Error Event

D. User Task
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Given the code fragment:
Which two code fragments can be independently inserted at line
n1 to enable the code to print the elements of the array in
reverse order?
A. do {System.out.print(array[x]);--x;} while (x &gt;= 0);
B. while (x &gt; 0) {x--;System.out.print(array[x]);}
C. while (x &gt;= 0) {System.out.print(array[x]);x--;}
D. do {x--;System.out.print(array[x]);} while (x &gt;= 0);
E. while (x &gt; 0) {System.out.print(array[--x]);}
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which feature requires the network discovery policy for it to
work on the Cisco Next
Generate fusion Prevent-on System,
A. security intelligence
B. impact flags
C. health monitoring
D. URL filtering
Answer: B
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